Join Entrust Datacard and Renaissance at our Authentication Roadshow!
A fast-track and time efficient Roadshow with industry leading insights and the opportunity to network.
Date and Time:

17th May 2018 | 08:15 - 12:00

Location:

HMS Belfast

Keynote:

Peter Boyle, CTO, Burning Tree

Entrust Datacard is taking to the road to show
Cyber Security professionals in Ireland how to take
the “F” out of Authentication. That’s F as in
Factors, Friction and Frustration.
Today’s enterprises are dynamic and
ever-changing. The adoption of mobile and cloud
are changing the way we conduct business. As new
digital transformation initiatives are introduced, the
risk of cyber intrusion and the need for transparent,
secure access have never been higher.
At our Breakfast Session, you will be offered access
to the latest market information and practitioners’
insights including how to handle the shifting of
users, applications and management to the cloud
and how to cope with the acceleration of digital
business innovation.
This is an unmissable event for anyone responsible
for identity and access management.

HMS Belfast, The Queen’s Walk, London, SE1 2JH

www.entrustdatacard.com | www.kitedistribution.co.uk

Agenda
08:15 - 09:00

Registration & Breakfast

09:00 – 09:15

Ryan Zlockie – Global Vice President - Authentication, Entrust Datacard
Trust – the foundation of Digital Business
Trust gives us the courage us to push our limits, take risks and experience wonderful outcomes. Ryan will
discuss how enabling trusted connections between your people, systems and things will drive business
outcomes that contribute directly to your bottom line - more profitable customer relationships, more
efficient supply chains, improved patient care, faster response times and even the ability to attract and
retain top talent.

09:15 – 09:45

Peter Boyle, CTO, Burning Tree
Authentication - a practical perspective - past, present, and future
‘Hands-on’ account of Peter’s experiences as the Head of Identity at BT and his views and thoughts about
how Authentication and Identity will change in the future from both a corporate and individual perspective.

09:45 – 10:15

Rajan Barara, Global Product Leader, Authentication, Entrust Datacard
The journey to Intelligent Identity Assurance
The digital world is driving change all around us. While security and privacy concerns remain paramount,
it is clear that more passwords, more tokens and simply trying harder are not the answer. In this session,
Rajan will map out the 3 pillars of an intelligent identity assurance platform and showcase the impact with
real world success stories.

10:15 – 10:30

Panel Discussion/Q&A

10:30 – 11:00

Refreshments and Networking

11:00 - 12:00

Reseller Partnership Session

Speakers

Ryan Zlockie, Global Vice President - Authentication,
Entrust Datacard

Ryan is vice president, Authentication Solutions & Software Product Management for
Entrust Datacard where he leads global software product efforts for capabilities that span across
the company’s portfolio as well leading the authentication business segment. Ryan joined
Entrust Datacard in 2011. Before joining Entrust Datacard, he held vice president positions with L-1
Identity Solutions and Bioscrypt where he focused on identity and security with an emphasis around
biometric technology. Ryan holds a MBA from the University of Southern California and a B.S.
degree in Marketing from Rider University.

Peter Boyle, CTO, Burning Tree

Peter is responsible for creating a suite of security products to complement the existing consulting
capability within Burning Tree. Under Peter’s direction, Burning Tree is creating a product suite that
helps companies overcome many of today’s complex security challenges without incurring the
overhead of an in-house security team. Peter has spent over 20 years in IT, and has particular
experience of Identity & Security Services. He has held a range of responsibilities in this area,
specifically design, development and operations of a range of platforms covering Identity Lifecycle
Management, Privileged User Management, Single Sign On, Authentication, SIEM, Physical Security,
Threat Detection, Access and Fraud Management.

Rajan Barara, Global Product Management Leader Authentication, Entrust Datacard

Rajan is Global Senior Product Manager for Authentication Solutions at Entrust Datacard. Rajan
joined the company in 2016 to provide leadership, and innovation for the IntelliTrust authentication
solution. He has deep knowledge in the industry and previously served as Director - Services for
SurveyMonkey and Practice Head for Wipro across Canada. He began his career at Nortel Networks
with over 20-years in multiple roles in IT industry and studied Electronics engineering at Delhi
College of Engineering and finished MSc Data Engineering at Keele University in the UK. Rajan is
working on creating the best in breed intelligent and adaptive Identity and authentication SaaS
solutions for on-premise and in the cloud enterprise applications & assets.

Register Here

